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Navisworks simulate offer sophisticated tools for 
5D simulation and incredible features that results 
improved collaboration with in project users.

Design data created by multiple disciplines in 
process plant design applications and broad range 
of BIM digital prototypes can be viewed in a unified 
and an integrated project model.
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Located at the
heart of Dubai

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in 
corporate and  individual training in the MENA 
region and has contributed to the career success of 
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding 
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management 
system certified. 

Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely 
recognized by employers around the globe. 
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Our Autodesk Navisworks training helps construction, architectural and engineering teams drastically improve their control on their 
Project outcomes. With navisworks training, all project stakeholders will be able to aggregate and review detailed design models and 
benefit from the competitive advantages of BIM workflows and processes. The course helps team members to review a project’s key 
functional and physical characteristics electronically before it is executed.
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Introduction

3D Model Review

Scripter

Quantification

TimeLiner

Animator

Clash Detective

Autodesk
Rendering



Course outline

Introduction
• Getting started with autodesk navisworks
• Publishing, merging, refreshing, and emailing files
• Selection tree and selecting objects

3d model review
• Hiding objects and overriding materials
• Object properties
• Measuring and moving objects
• Selection and search sets
• Viewpoints
• Comments, redlining, and tabs
• Animations
• Sectioning
• Links
• Comparing models
• Navisworks real-time rendering
• Switchback



Course outline

Timeliner
• Timeliner overview
• Creating tasks
• Gantt view
• Import t asks from external project file
• Configuring and defining a simulation
• Simulation export

Animator
• Animator overview
• Creating a basic animation
• Manipulate geometry objects in an animation set
• Section plane sets
• Controlling animation scene playback



Course outline

Scripter
• Scripter overview
• Creating and managing scripts
• Creating and configuring events
• Creating and configuring actions

 Quantification
• Quantification overview
• Setting up a quantification project
• Item and resource management
• 3D model and virtual take off
• Managing takeoff data
• 2D take offs
• Analyzing changes
• Exporting take off data



Course outline

Clash detective
• Clash detective overview
• Clash results
• Clash test reporting
• Working with clash tests
• Audit checks
• Exporting and importing clash t ests
• Laser scan data clashing
• Method for t esting and resolving clashes
• Time-based clashing



Autodesk rendering
• Autodesk rendering overview
• Adding materials to a model
• Creating and editing materials
• Material mapping lighting
• Sun and sky lights
• Exposure control
• Ground planes
• Photorealistic rendering

Course outline



We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our 
teaching methods and instructors. Our instructors 
are some of the best experts from their fields and 
employ a practical approach to learning. Many of 
them are globally recognised and have a diverse
set of experience in their field of expertise. You are 
always sure to have the best in the industry as your 
teachers who are ready to guide you at every step 
and make the experience informative yet enjoyable.  
Apart from the focus on learning your chosen 
course, our instructors also encourage students to 
develop communication skills and interpersonal skills 
necessary to excel in the practical world. We offer 
one of the best Autodesk navisworks training
courses in Dubai.

Trainer

About our trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every 
program an immersive and productive experience for 
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven 
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to pres-
ent times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical 
applications of everything learned through theory and 
regular mock examinations to help monitor your 
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a 
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality 
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the 
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain 
high standards of instruction & ethics.
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Day Rahel 
“I found the trainer excellent and could answer all
questions asked and delivered the course in an 
interesting format”

Sarah David
"It was indeed very interesting and  knowledgeable.  
Our trainer included plenty of activities in the program 
and it is going to be helpful for any one who wants to 
improve their life skills. Thank you for the amazing 
training and I recommend Learners Point very much."
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